
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ONGO HOMES LTD 
BOARD MEETING 

 
Held at 5.00pm on Wednesday 16 March 2016 

Board Room, Meridian House 
MINUTES 

 
Attendance Board: Rupert Pometsey, Matthew Spittles (Chair), Richard Wells, Avril Bairstow, 
Gemma Dixon, Helen Lennon, Tom Clark (arrived 5.50pm), Melvin Kenyon, Sarah Bird 
Staff: Pete Stones, Fiona Ruddick (Minutes), Andy Orrey, Erika Stoddart, Steve Hepworth 
Apologies: Liz Cook, Rob Waltham  
Observer: Carol-Ann Miles and Rob Holroyd from HCA 
 
The Chair confirmed the meeting was quorate as five members were present in accordance with 
Article 62.1.  He welcomed the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) staff who were observing.  
The board accepted the reasons for apologies from absent members.   
 
1. Declarations of Interest 
There were no declarations of interest made.  
 
2. Minutes of Previous Meeting 
The minutes of both the meeting and away afternoon held on 10 February 2016 were agreed as a 
true record and signed by the Chair.  
 
3. Chief Executive’s Report 
Savills will be attending the whole group board away day on 22 April and will discuss with the 
board development opportunities.  There are potential opportunities on the horizon for Ongo 
from events happening.  The Lincolnshire Local Enterprise partnership has been given authority 
for devolution.  There are ambitious plans within that group for building new homes in the area.  
Legal & General are opening a factory in Leeds to construct factory built homes at a low cost.  
This could be an opportunity to build and bring the margins to more acceptable levels.  Some 
housing associations are returning money to the HCA as part of the 2015/18 Affordable Homes 
Programme.  Both the older persons and Black, Minority and Ethnic support contracts are now 
running on extensions granted by North Lincolnshire Council until May 2016.  Information from 
NLC is limited but there is the possibility that NLC will take the work in-house and not re-tender.  
The take up of Ongo’s digital service is promising but the service needs to be enhanced to provide 
self service options for tenants.  An additional four staff have been budgeted for to digitise 
services.  This underpins a cost saving in the corporate plan. 
Agreed: Board confirmed the above represented satisfactory progress toward achieving the five 
year strategic priorities. 
 
4. Chair’s Actions 
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Counterparties had been discussed at the last board meeting relating to investing surplus cash.  
The Chair has liaised with Erika Stoddart on this.  A list of domiciled banks with a minimum of A1 
rating has been drawn up.  Working with Capita, money will be deposited to an institution from 
that list which meets board’s previous specifications.  The Chair thanked members for engaging 
with the recent appraisal process.  If board members had a suggestion/request for a topic for 
inclusion on a pre-board briefing or away afternoon, they should send it to the Chair and/or 
Fiona Ruddick.   
Agreed: Board endorsed the report regarding the Chair’s Actions taken. 
 
5. Community Benefit Society 
The report from Trowers and Hamlin followed on from the discussions at the previous board 
meeting.  The timetable to change the legal status of Ongo Homes was anticipated to be three to 
four months.  This would enable the Annual General Meeting (AGM) scheduled for September to 
be used to get a member vote on this.  Registration with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
was unlikely to cause onerous implications.  There is a list of parties that need consulting to 
make this change.  The Charities Commission will be among the first.  If during discussions with 
any parties, any negative repercussions are identified e.g. the lender taking the opportunity to re-
finance, this information will be returned to board to discuss.  Ongo needs to get its own counsel 
opinion regarding the Local Government Pensions Scheme (LGPS) to ensure cessation would not 
apply with this change.  If it did, it would have a multi million pound cost attached.  Initial 
discussions with ordinary members (tenants) suggest an understanding of the reason for this 
change and support for it.  More detailed discussions and briefing sessions will be held with 
ordinary members.  
Agreed: Board agreed with the Trowers’ recommendation to pursue a change to a Community 
Benefit Society. 
 
6. Business Plan 
Erika Stoddart delivered a presentation to the board.  It showed the external business plan which 
is calibrated to avoid the bank removing any of the agreed loan facility.  There is a base plan 
which has more stretched targets and takes longer to reach peak debt.  This external business 
plan is a holding position until a decision is made on development to utilise the agreed facility.  
Changes requested at the last board meeting have been implemented.  This includes the change 
to performance related pay for Heads of Service team.  Stress tests on various scenarios 
previously suggested by board have been run.  These scenarios are doomsday type with a number 
of different adverse events and it is extremely positive that the business plan demonstrates it can 
survive these.   
Agreed: 

 Agreed the business plan. 
 Agreed the mitigation plan  

 
7. Budgets 2016/17 
The report contained the changes requested from the draft budget presented to the previous 
Board meeting.  It was requested that any abbreviations are explained e.g. HOST is Heads of 
Service Team.  The term manpower will not be used in future.  Corporate overhead expenditure is 
increasing.  Some overhead costs are uncontrollable e.g. interest.  The people element, which is 
controllable, is closely managed.  Three staff have gone and a further two or three posts will go 
with the new finance system is implemented.  The target for this is the group level target – Ongo 
Homes will have a different target.   
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Action 8/16: Any abbreviations in reports to be explained in full at the first use.  Dated 
terminology to be avoided. 
Agreed:  

 Board approved the 2016/17 Budget and delegated authority to the Chair to approve the 
final budget if any other changes are required. 

 Board discussed and agreed the final stretch targets as outlined in 3.8 of the report.  
 
8. Confirmation of 2015/16 Operational Plan and Proposed Targets for 2016/17 
The 2015/16 operational plan is currently 86% complete.  No changes are proposed to the 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for next year.  One area not compliant is payment of invoices 
within 30 days or agreed terms.  Until the new finance system is implemented, this target will not 
be achievable.  The dementia scheme is on hold due to the move to local housing allowance 
housing benefit limits.  The systems thinking review of the income collection service is well 
underway.  One of the initial recommendations is a desire to have a more dynamic monitoring 
system such as Rent sense from Mobisoft and the procurement routes for this are being 
considered. If this can be acquired and implemented in time, the July 2016 delivery date for the 
plan is achievable.  The number of new homes due for completion in 2016/17 is 26.  No figure 
was included for legionella compliance for 2015/16 and it should have been as for high risk 
stock, the company is 100% compliant.  The area for review currently is on domestic properties 
and Ongo are undertaking a desk top analysis which will lead to a risk assessment and 
management plan.  The Chair felt board should take assurance from this.  Board would like to 
have more definition around what is expected.  The targets for legionella compliance are being 
sent to the Group Audit and Risk meeting and will be copied to this board.   
(Action 9/16).      
 
The cost of bringing empty homes to the Ongo standard for re-letting varies.  Properties returned 
in excellent condition still cost approximately £600 for compliance checks for electricity, gas etc.  
Some properties are returned damaged and some may need decent homes work or other repairs.  
Where a tenant returns a property damaged, a re-charge is raised against them.  The debt is not 
always repaid but if the tenant returns to Ongo Homes in the future asking to be housed, the debt 
is considered.  It was suggested that VAT can be re-claimed on debts that have been chased but 
not repaid.  Board felt a spotlight report on the cost of empty property repairs would be useful.  
Action 10/16: Enquire if VAT can be reclaimed on debts chased but not repaid 
Action 11/16: Prepare spotlight report on empty property repairs for next meeting 
 
The target for satisfaction for tenant satisfaction that their rent is value for money was 
discussed.  It could be set higher but board agreed targets were set at top quartile.  The cost to 
bring a target higher than that could outweigh the benefit of reaching the higher target.  
Agreed: Board approved the Operational Plan, measures and targets and SLAs for 2016-17. 
 
9. Asset Management 
Pete Stones delivered a presentation to the board which was intended to be a starting point to 
steer future discussions on asset management. Ongo has heavily invested in stock and all stock 
is now in good condition.  Ongo’s decent home standard is higher than the governments.  The 
lower standard could be adopted which would release around £70million from within the current 
Business plan.  Future investment programmes are now determined by consideration of 
elemental life spans and condition and therefore intelligence between planned repairs and day 
to day maintenance needs to be improved.  This will help influence future decisions for planned 
maintenance.   
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Ongo’s approach to future disposal of stock was introduced.  Discussions around under 
performing stock took place and the possibility of selling high value properties was considered.  
North Lincolnshire is a low value area.  Any higher valued properties are likely to be in the rural 
area.  
 To enable informed decisions, board would like to have more data and context to the 
information.  Such as the mix of properties, the areas they are in, which properties provide the 
best return.  The Chair felt this would a good topic for further discussion at the next away 
afternoon scheduled for 15 June.   
 
Action 12/16: To scope terms of reference for discussion on asset management at next away 
afternoon.   
Agreed: Board discussed the report and the future Asset Management strategy. It was agreed 
that further discussions around this topic would be focussed on at the next Board Away day in 
June. 
 
10. Risk 
The risk areas currently out of appetite were highlighted.  Pensions will now go green.  There is a 
proposal that all board members take on an area of risk to focus on.  The welfare reform bow tie 
was discussed.  Less than 50 tenants are currently on universal credit and staff are finding it very 
time consuming to manage the arrears on these cases.  The government has previously said a full 
roll out of universal credit by 2017.  Locally, the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) staff 
are saying it will be 2022 before a full roll out is made. In terms of affordability, single people on 
benefits struggle and single people who work and earn the minimum wage struggle further.  
Data from affordability checks is retained from those potential tenants who did not pass the test.  
Information will be brought to a future board meeting showing this data.   
Action 13/16: Members will be emailed asking them to volunteer for a risk area 
Action 14/16: Provide information from failed affordability checks.   
Agreed: Board reviewed the Risk Summary and will nominate themselves for a specific Risk. 
 
11. Internal Audit Plan 
This item was to give the board the opportunity to review the planned audits and make any 
suggestions to amend.  Mazars’ expertise to undertake the ICT Strategy should be assessed as 
well as reviewing the terms of reference for this audit before it is commissioned.  Since we are in 
the final year of the VAT shelter arrangement, it was suggested to review these arrangements to 
ensure everything that can be claimed for has been.  Board would like to see audits on VAT 
Shelter and income management.    
Action 15/16: Review Mazars’ expertise and terms of reference for ICT Strategy audit. 
Agreed: Board considered the contents and made suggestions on its contents for Group Audit 
and Risk Committee to consider when finalising the plan. 
 
12. Management Accounts 
The accounts are showing a surplus of £2.58million.  This does not include anything that may 
happen with the pensions.  This will go directly on to the profit and loss account.  The cost of 
materials has not changed significantly following the outsourcing of stores.  A review will be 
undertaken at the end of the year of stock on vans to ensure only items regularly used are held 
on stock.  Ongo is below the Housemark benchmark figure for the cost of repairing empty 
properties.  The accountants have equated the average cost of an empty property into a week’s 
worth of rent.  56% of capital spend is uncommitted.  Some reasons behind this are projects 
getting delayed due to planning issues.  A large project for replacement heating has been 
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delayed as the original heating type desired, infra red, is not feasible.  The 2015/18 HCA 
affordable homes programme is still deliverable. It would be useful for board to see the update 
that the development panel receive.  This will be included in the additional reading pack.   
Action 16/16: Include development panel progress update in additional reading.  
Agreed: Board members approved the content of the report. 
 
13. Performance Update 
Former tenant arrears will continue to be pursued.  It was noted that there does need to be a 
balance between recovering the arrears and the costs incurred to do this.   
 
Agreed: Board considered and challenged the performance report in appendix 1 
 
14. New Complaints Process  
Following a change in process, customer centre advisors were given more discretion to try and 
deal with issues at the first point of contact.  Where they can do this, the contact is not recorded 
as a complaint.  Board discussed this and some felt this should still be recorded to ensure we can 
learn from service failures.  Data on such calls is available and will be provided to board in the 
next additional reading pack.  
Action 17/16: Circulate data on calls dealt with at first point of contact that are not recorded as 
a complaint.  
Agreed: Board noted the report. 
 
15. Action List and Attendance Register 
The action list and attendance register were noted.  
 
16. Confidential Minutes 
The minutes of the meetings held on 16 December 2015, 10 February 2016 and 10 February 2016 
were agreed as a true record and signed by the Chair.  
 
17. Any Other Urgent Business  
The Chief Executive was thanked for the weekly bulletin he has been emailing to board by a 
member.  
 
With no further business the meeting closed at 7.15pm 
 
 
Signed by Chair: ............................................ Date: ................................... 


